SpamTitan Plus
SpamTitan Plus offers a leading edge A.I. driven anti-phishing solution with "zero-day" threat protection and intelligence.
SpamTitan Plus provides better coverage, a significant uplift in phishing link detections, and faster detection speeds with
the lowest false positive rate of any product.
Phishing is one of the most common and successful ways to infect an organization with malware. Employees instructed
not to click on URLs in unexpected emails still can't seem to resist the temptation. Once clicked these malicious URLs
can lead to data breaches, ransomware and other devastating threats.
• "91 % of cyber attacks begin with a phishing email." (Source - Deloitte).
• "Human error remains the highest cause of successful phishing attacks worldwide,
as 97% of users fail to identify phishing emails." (Source- Security Affairs)

What is SpamTitan Plus?
SpamTitan Plus is an advanced email protection solution from TitanHQ, providing Al driven click time anti-phishing
protection. It improves protection against phishing, business email compromise and zero-day attacks by neutralizing
malicious links in emails. Spamtitan Plus inspects all URLs to identify links to malicious websites. It also rewrites all
URLs and provides time-of-click analysis to protect against links to websites that appear to be safe on delivery but are
later weaponized with malware.
SpamTitan Plus malicious URL protection eliminates the risk of a "wrong click" that could result in :
• stolen personal data.

• stolen log in credentials.

• stolen financial card details.

• installation of malware onto your computer.

SpamTitan Plus provides multi-layered detection and blocking of malicious URLs by rewriting URLs and providing
click time verification.

SpamTitan Plus URL Defense
• Protection against URL-based email threats including malware-based threats and phishing.
• Predictive analysis to identify suspicious URLs.
• URLs are rewritten to protect users as well as provide real-time checks on every click.
• If a link is found to be unsafe a user will be presented with a block page containing
additional information and further options.
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Zero-day Threat intelligence not found in ANY other phishing product
SpamTitan Plus provides better phishing coverage, a significant uplift in phishing detections/protections, and
faster detection speeds with the lowest false positive rate of any feed.
• 100% coverage of ALL current market leading anti-phishing feeds.
• 1.SX increase in unique phishing URL detections.
• 1.6X faster phishing detections than the current market leaders.
• 10 million net new, previously undiscovered phishing URLs every single day.
• 5 minutes from initial detection of the malicious, offending URL to your end users mailbox.

Why you need SpamTitan Plus?
SpamTitan Plus provides you with the best phishing coverage, more net new detections than ever before, faster
detection speeds and with the lowest false positive rate of any feed on the market. With Spam Titan Plus an accidental
click on a phishing email won't take you somewhere that suddenly starts downloading or running scripts that gather
personal data for use by malicious actors'. This layer of protection is critical in responding to phishing attacks.
When SpamTitan Plus checks a URL it verifies the URL is safe. When a URL is verified as safe, the customer gets
redirected to the destination. If the URL is not safe the user will not be directed to the URL destination. Instead, they get a
block page with additional information and options. SpamTitan Plus checks the destination URL in real time, performs page
evaluation to identify spoofed websites and login pages, follow redirects, and performs a number of other dynamic checks.

Next Steps
Interested in protecting your organization against phishing attacks and removing the possibility of a user mistakenly
clicking on a link in a phishing email? If you have any questions about SpamTitan Plus malicious URL protection or
would you like to see the feature in action please contact us today.
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